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Good Morning, 

I am writing to you today to request the end of the Emergency Bill as there is no reason for
it to be extended to the 31st October 2022.

The following proof demonstrates it is not required:

* The exaggeration of COVID data as the stats show Covid only accounts for 1% of our
national fatalities ;
* The Australia bureau of Stats has just shown that the flu killed more people then CoVid ;
* The mental health issues you are causing is skyrocketing ;
* Brisbane and surrounding areas has just had some of its worst Floods in history ,
everyone will need help getting back on there feet, this bill discriminates and is and will
cause additional heart ache and pain for all businesses;
* This bill also causes the worst segregation of our society and now with the floods we
need to come together as a community to help each other out;
* So many countries including England which was far worse then Australia have lifted all
restrictions and it is time for us to do it as well;
* we have all lived together mixing everywhere and all the hospitals have been able to
cope with the patients; and
* we have reached the 90% double vaccinated and as promised by the premier all
restrictions would end;

We have lived with Covid for over 2 years now and it is time to get on with our lives
without any restrictions and to start living with the virus the same as we do with the flu.

Everybody including all businesses need our support after these devastating floods and the
best way we can do this is to end this Bill. 
 
Please let me know if I need to do anything else to make this submission acceptable ! 

Thank you 
Larissa Catherine King 
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